


WHO IS TITAN AVIATION GROUP? 

1) We are a dynamic team of aviation experts, including ex SACAA
inspectors, SAPS, AIRLINES/SAA Cargo, SPECIAL TASK FORCE POLICE,
DENEL/CSIR.

2) A motivated team and unique products and services make Titan Aviation
group the one-stop Aviation group covering all areas in the aviation
sector, concentrating on RISK, THREAT, and VULNERABILITY areas.

3) The Team's services are available 24/7 to service client needs and provide
solutions.



PAST INCIDENTS:

 Colonel Robbie Roberts will share some information on previous incidents 



PAST INCIDENTS:

1) A previous incident occurred at O R tambo international
airport at the main foreign cargo precinct where a robbery
took place.

2) This incident took place at one of the cargo warehouses at the
foreign cargo terminal.

3) On the said day during the afternoon we responded to an
emergency call informing our unit of a robbery in progress.



PAST INCIDENTS:

1) We immediately responded to the scene where we entered the cargo precinct after
informing all the relevant law enforcement agencies which includes SAPS.

2) The warehouse was identified where the robbery took place .Upon arrival it was
identified that the actual robbers were exiting the cargo precinct with two vehicles
resembling as normal trucks transporting cargo.

3) Immediately thereafter they were blocked off at the main entrance and a shootout
began between the criminals, ourselves and SAPS.

4) There were four fatalities ,two wounded and a further two were arrested. Six hand
guns were also recovered . There were no injuries incurred to any of our members
or any of the law enforcement agencies. All cargo was recovered. The target was
high value cargo and PPE.



LESSONS LEARNED.

1) Security perspective- the outer perimeter must always be secured to 
prevent criminals from immediately exiting and re-entering the area.

2) Access control- secure vehicles and all walk in personnel/customers.

3) Surveillance-ensure that live access to warehouses are readily in place.

4) Alertness-be prepared for any threat.

5) In house protocols- insider threats.



CONTACT:

Colonel Robbie Roberts

Mobile: +27 76 346 3444
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